To comply with the campus policy on Post-tenure review (CRR 310.015) the Department of History will synchronize such review with the process for reappointment to UMKC Graduate Faculty status. Each term is for the same five years. (See Operating Procedures and Structures for Graduate Education [11/19/2004] IV.c.2.a). As Graduate Faculty members have proven, and must sustain, their ability to contribute significantly in their discipline and to work independently and productively in their field.

For full Graduate Faculty status our nominations require the Ph.D. degree, the rank of assistant professor or higher, and regular (tenure-track) appointment in our department. Assessment of evidence of sustained and meaningful scholarship will take into account, for each five year period under review:

- **Scholarly publications:** books from reputable presses
  - articles and essays in scholarly anthologies and refereed journals
  - book reviews in disciplinary and interdisciplinary journals
  - editorial board service
  - refereeships for scholarly presses

- **Presentations:** papers, presentations, invited roles as chairs or respondents at international, national, regional and local scholarly meetings

- **Grantsmanship:** applications funded by the full variety of external sources from the national to the local level
  - service on funding review panels

Each tenured member under review will submit the annual reports, based on the Faculty Accomplishment System, and evaluation statements for the last five years. A concise summary of research, teaching and service activities will also be submitted. These materials will be reviewed by the Department’s Promotion and tenure Committee and by the Department Chair. An assessment – satisfactory/unsatisfactory – will be rendered (see CRR 310.015.B.d-f).